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Total Utility Connections offer a complete personalised service 
that provides for and guides our customers through the often 

confusing and challenging utility connections market.

As we are completely independent we are able to offer solutions 
on all utility aspects that work best for you, the customer. 

Our goal is to be recognized as the most progressive enterprise 
in the utility connections industry, providing our customers with 

solutions to all their energy requirements.

Our unique vision will allow us to offer a timely, competitive 
solution that is focused solely on delivering a greater user 

experience of across all aspects of the utility connections market. 

about us

Domestic Metering

Commercial



our values

Our people make our company and we have gathered a group 
of experts in their field with a sole focus on providing the best 

service possible.  

Innovation is at our core and we’re always looking for new ways to 
work in order that the service we provide is the best it can be.

We are committed to all our customers, from first contact 
through to the final meter fit.  We pride ourselves on the quality 

of our service delivery and strive to give the best 
all round value for money. 

Value Innovation

Service



commercial

We pride ourselves on being experts in commercial 
connections, and whatever your requirements we’ll have the 
knowledge and a solution to deliver great value and service. 

10 day quotation turnaround

single connections to large complex sites

gas service upgrades & alterations

multi-utility options

commitment to pre-start meetings

We’ll provide you with an experienced team of qualified 
technicians and project managers who’ll coordinate the job from 

initial enquiry to final meter fit,and what’s more, our 
clients enjoy the backup of a dedicated account manager.



domestic

With extensive experience in the domestic market we realise 
the need for great value and superb service.

We will design and install the network considering your needs, 
and as we are completely independent of any network owners, 
we’ll find the adopting network owner that works best for your 

development.

multi utility options

value through choice of network owner

proposals tailored to your requirements

dedicated point of contact 

commitment to pre-start meetings

Whatever the size of your development, we’ll provide you with 
solutions that work best for you through honest advice, 

clear pricing and superior service.



metering

We cater for all aspects of gas metering from small to large 
and simple to complex, in both commercial and 

domestic environments.

We are able to offer our customers a complete gas installation so 
you don’t need a third party metering company to complete 

a new connection.

competitive pricing

removal of meters

LP/MP metering

diagphram meters

rotary meters

pulse enabled metering

Our complete offering doesn’t stop with new installations, we are 
also able to perform the removal of meters as part of a service 

disconnection.



SMART metering

Effective energy management depends on up-to-date information, 
yet many households and businesses still lack a clear 

understanding of their energy consumption.  
That’s where SMART metering comes in. 

real-time energy use information

more accurate bills

manage and reduce energy use

smoother supplier switching

Energy suppliers will be able to offer a wider range of services 
and tariffs to manage their customer relationships more effectively. 

We can provide you with a SMART metering cost in our 
proposal, so you have choice at an early stage.
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